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A class of multivariate latent Markov models
for clustering patterns of criminal activity
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Aljstract: We introduce a class of multivariate latent Marko models with covariares
for the investigation of criminal trajectories. For the maximum likelihood estimation of
these models we outline an EM4ype algorithm. We also show how. by fitting a suitable
Nequence of nested models belonging to the proposed class, we can perform a hierarchical
classification of the crimes into homogeneous groups.

Keywords: Criminal trajectories. EM algorithm. Hierarchical classification. Latent class
model.

I Introduction

The analysis of criminal behaviour measured through official criminal history is of
par icular attention in criminology. Among the statistical models that have been used for
this kind of analysis (see Francis era!., 2004. and the references therein), latent variable
models have proved useful. The most recent latent variable model that has been applied
to the analysis of criminal behaviour, and which is the object of this paper, is the latent
Markov model (LM; see Wiggins, 1973, and Bijleveld and Mooijaart, 2003). The basic
assumption of this model is that the offending pattern of a subject within a certain age
strip depends only on a discrete latent variable, representing his ‘her tendency to commit
crimes, which follows a firstorder Markov process. In its current form. how ever, the
model may be applied only in the univariate case. i.e. when the offending pattern of a
subject is represented through a single discrete variable. This ma\ be rather restrictive
u hen many offence categories are being considered and we also v ish to take into account
that a subject may commit crimes belonging to different categories within the same age
trI. Moreover, this model does not allow to consider covariates which are frequently
i\ ailable

itt this paper we deelop the approach of Bijleveld and Mooiiaart (2003) and we show
ho a LM approach can be used to analyse criminal histories when offending patterns
arc represetted through a set of binary ariab1es. one for each offence category. and a
co arirte. such as gender. is available. We also consider some versions of this model in
\\ hie the conditional probabilities to commit crimes given the latent ciasses are suitable
cistraited in order to have an easier interpretation of the narameter estimates .As e
h shown, these constrained \ersions can be used to perform a hierarchical clasiflcation

the crimes through a suitable aggregation algorithm.
The paper is organized as follows. The proposed class of kM models is dlustrared in
olioxving section. while maximum likelihood estimation is dealt with in Section 3.

in Section 4 we illustrate the algorithm for the hierarchical classification of the
crimes into homogenous groups.
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2 Multivariate latent Markov models with covariates
Let be a random variable equal to 1 if a subject within strip age t, t = 1 ris convicted for an offence of type j and to 0 otherwise; let also X = (Xv, -

The class of models we propose is based on the assumption that, for any I, the elenlents
of Xt are conditionally independent given a discrete latent variable C with k levels. fijf
assumption, referred to as local independence in the latent class literature, implies that

9 =p(X = xjC c) =
—

where ‘\jle is the probability that a subject in latent class c commits offence of type j. \also assume that the vectors X1 XT are conditionally independent given C1,. wi
and that the latter ones follow a Markov chain whose parameters depend on the gender of oti
the subject, C. Consequently, we have

E-stxg) = p(X1 = x1, , = XTIG = g) =
=

where ncg = p(Ci = cjG = g) and = p(C = dICtj c, C = g).In the formulation above, the conditional distribution of X,, given C is entirely deter- M-st€mined by the parameters jIc which are unconstrained. So the interpretation of the latentclasses on the basis of these probabilities may be not straightforward. We therefore consider restricted versions of this model based on the assumption that the crimes may bepartitioned into s groups so that

logit(1)
jdcd + d,

(1)

where did is a dummy variable equal to 1 if the crime j is in group d and to 0 otherwiseand so csd may be interpreted as the tendency of the subjects in latent class c to commitcrimes in the group d. As we will show in Section 4, through the resulting class of modelswe can perform a hierarchical classification of the crimes into homogeneous groups, withcrimes in the same group depending on the same latent trait.
Sine
the j3 Likelihood Inference
from

rite
Let xu be the observed value of the vector X for the i-th subject in a coI1OL

di

n subjects and gj denote his/her gender. Assuming independence between convictioTlrecords of these subjects, the log-likelihood function of any LM model is equal to 0

It UflCo

where 0 is a short hand notation for all the parameters of the model and (O) is eqiW’logp(x;1 TI2 evaluatedatO.
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For the maximizatioti of 81 we make use of the EM algorithm (Dernpster a al.tri which is briefly described in the following. Let /O be the log-likelihood of theompiete data.Le. the log-likelihood that we could compute if we knew the value of theoent \ariahles (‘( for all subjects in the cohort This fbnction may be expressed

“‘ 110,.lOi r log I(

- u Z{a 1og, (I — t1J} log(1
r j

where u is the number of subjects with gender g who are in latent class c at the first time,is the number of transitions from the (-th to the d-th state at time t for the subjects
aith gender g and w is equal to 1 if the subject i is b latent state c af time t and to 0o1herv ise. The EM algorithm alternates the following steps until convergence:

F-step : it consists in computing the conditional expected value of t(O) given the observed data and the current value of the parameters. This is equivalent to computing the conditional expected value of the variables uo, v and u. These ex
pected values, denoted respectively by. ii, f and d’), may be obtained throughwell-known recursions in the hidden Markov models literature (MacDonald andZucchini, 1997, Sec. 2.2).

l-step : It consists in maximizing the expected value of UiO) computed above. Whenthe LM model is unconstrained, we have an explicit solution for this maximizationgiven by:

=

—(t / —

= tgcd/ tg(!r
a

c—’ v— — tt (t x—’ v-’ —

=
.r7 /

Otherwise, when constraint (1) is assumed. the parameters i-cd and are estimated by fitting a logistic model with a design matrix Z suitably defined to the data(Z1
. d’). j = 1 J. = 1 k.

Since the log-likelihood may have more than one local maximum, a crucial point concernsthe initialization of the algorithm. Therefore we suggest to estimate the model starting(rum different initial values chosen in a suitable way.Fiually, to choose the number of latent classes we rely on the Bayesian Informationriterion lB IC; Schwarz. 197$). According to this strategy the optimal number of statesthe k for which BIC’ is minimum, where RICA = —2( — a1. loa(n L with k denotinglhc maximum log-likelihood of the model and i, is the number of its parameters.

3,1 Choice of the number of latent traits
propose a hierarchical algorithm for clustering crimes that starts from the fit of thelflUoustraj],ed model and mm es to the fit of .J — I nested multidimensional models for2iUiated according to (1). For any of these models let he the J v .s matrix with elements
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• and . = I .....J — . be corresponding matrix indexing the model chosen a:th.
end of tha 11-rh step of the algorithm at issue. i.e. afrer the !-th aggregation. This ehoi.
is pertbrmed as follows:

1. far each parr of columns in . obtain the matrix by surnnhiflg up these t\\a
columns and fit the corresponding LM model;

2. let be equal to the matrix indexing the best model, in terms of de\ iance
among those explored above.

As usual. the hierarchical classification performed through this algorithm may be rep
resented throuch a dendrogram. while the optimal number of clusters may be found h
using BIC.
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